One of the main problems in the field of model-based diagnosis of technical systems today is finding the most useful model or models of the system being diagnosed. Often, a model showing the physical components and the connections between them is all that is available. As systems grow larger and larger, the run-time performance of diagnostic algorithms decreases considerably when using these detailed models. A solution to this problem is using a hierarchic model. This allows us to first diagnose the system using an abstract model, and then use this solution to guide the diagnostic process using a more detailed model. The main problem with this approach is acquiring the hierarchic model. We give a generic hierarchic diagnostic algorithm and show how the use of certain classes of hierarchic models can increase the performance of this algorithm. We then present linear time algorithms for the automatic construction of these hierarchic models, using the detailed model and extra information about cost of probing points and invertibility of components.
Introduction
Model-based diagnosis of technical systems [2, 9] is an approach that uses a model of a system for simulation and reasoning. The model is used to detect discrepancies between observed behavior and model-computed behavior. These discrepancies form the basis for the derivation of the diagnoses of the system.
A model of a technical system consists of (1) components and connections between these components, and (2) behavioral descriptions of these components. If a component is working its behavior is equal to its behavioral description, if it is not working it can exhibit any behavior 1. In model-based diagnosis we try to find sets of components, such that if all components in a set are assumed to be not working, there are no discrepancies between the observed behavior and the model-computed behavior. These sets are called diagnoses. The diagnoses can subsequently be used to determine further diagnostic actions, such as determining the best probing point. complexity of O(n i *fro(n, i)), where n is the number of components, i is the number of malfunctioning components, and fm(n, i) is an expression for the maximum amount of time it takes to determine whether a diagnosis of size i is consistent.
fro(n, i) strongly depends on the behavior of the components in the model m. For digital circuits 2 fro(n, i) = n. 2 i while for circuits consisting of integer adders and multipliersfm(n, i) = c~ as the problem of determining consistency is undecidable for these models. A proof of this can be found in [16] .
Hammink et al. [6] show that we can reduce this to O(dlog(n) 9 
d i *fro(d, i)),
if every component of a model in the hierarchy consists of exactly d lower level components, and we can determine a unique diagnosis at each level of the hierarchy 3.
The general algorithm for hierarchic model-based diagnosis in an n-level hierarchy is algorithml.
a: = n; Generate a set of diagnoses gabstract(a ) for the most abstract model (level n). Transform Dabstract(a ) to a set possible diagnoses Ddetailed(a-1) for the detailed model. Check each possible diagnosis in Ddetailed(a --1) for consistency, giving a set of diagnoses Dchecked(a --1). Discriminate between the diagnoses in Dchecked(a --1) by making probes 4 until we are satisfied with the set. We call the result Dprobed(a --1).
If a=2 we are finished, else Dabstract(a --1) := Oprobed(a --1),a := a -1 and goto step 2.
We illustrate this algorithm with an example:
Example 1
Consider the hierarchic model depicted in fig. 1 Of course, some hierarchic models are better then others. We here give three desirable properties of hierarchic models. [19] ) If a hierarchy has this property, this means that diagnoses which are impossible at the abstract level are impossible at the detailed level as well. We can therefore use the results computed on the abstract level to reduce the search space on the detailed level. The gain of using hierarchy lies in this reduction. In other work on abstraction, similar notions to the downward failure property are used, for instance: TI-abstractions [5] , upward solution property [10] , the consistency condition C2 [15] , C-reformulations [16] .
Downward failure property: (Weld and Addanki
Allow easy consistency checking: Checking the set of possible diagnoses for consistency (in step 3 of algorithm 1) can take much reasoning effort. It is therefore desirable to design hierarchies in such a way as to minimise this. In this paper we define a class of hierarchic models, called ID-hierarchies such that this step can be avoided.
Allow good discriminability: When we transform a high-level diagnosis (in step 2 of algorithm 1) the resulting set of low-level diagnoses can be very large. It is therefore desirable that we can discriminate between diagnoses (in step 4) as good as possible, retaining as few diagnoses as possible, preferably only one. In this paper we define a class of hierarchic models, called SD-hierarchies which ensures that we can find a single diagnosis at every level of the hierarchy at a reasonable cost.
CREATING HIERARCHIC MODELS
One of the main difficulties when using hierarchy in model-based diagnosis is creating the hierarchic models. In this paper, we create a hierarchic model from a non-hierarchic model. For every model in the hierarchy, we have to specify two items: (1) A structural model, showing how components are connected.
(2) A set of behavioral descriptions of the components.
As we will show later on in this paper, we only construct abstract structural models for our hierarchy. The behavioral functions of the components in abstract models are directly derived from the behavioral functions of the components in detailed models and are not abstracted. 5 We call these types of hierarchies structural hierarchies.
3.
ID6-hierarehies.
In step 2 of algorithm 1, a set of diagnosis Dabstract for an abstract model is transformed into a set of possible diagnoses Ddetailed for a detailed model. We subsequently (in step 3) check each of these possible diagnoses for consistency to see whether they are diagnoses for the detailed model, giving the set Dcheeked-This consistency checking can be a very time-consuming process [16] .
In this section we discuss ID-hierarchies. ID-hierarchies have the property that if we translate a diagnosis from an abstract model to a set of possible diagnoses of a detailed model, every possible diagnosis in that set is also a diagnosis, so that Dehocke d = Ddetailed. We illustrate this with an example:
Example 2
Consider again the hierarchic model given in fig. 1 . As we have seen in example 1, Dehecked r Ddeta,ed SO this hierarchy is not an ID-hierarchy. If we now assume that M is a 4-input adder and mi, m2 and m 3 are two-input adders, the possible diagnosis [m3] is now a diagnosis. As all other possible diagnoses are diagnoses too, gchecke d -----Ddetailed SO this model is an ID-hierarchy.
[] Using ID-hierarchies has the advantage that step 3 of algorithm 1 can be avoided entirely as Dchecke d = Ddetailed.
DEFINING ID-HIERARCHIES
In this section we define ID-hierarchies and prove that we can indeed avoid step 3 of algorithm 1. However, we must first define indistinguishability:
5 Automatically abstracting behavioral functions is an extremely difficult problem [7, 12] and even though some work has been done in this direction [11] it is still mainly unsolved. 6 ID stands for indistinguishability. This refers to the fact that fault effects of all detailed components in the same abstract component are indistinguishable from each other. This property is related to the concept of fault collapsing [14] .
DEFINITION 1 (Indistinguishability)
A set of components C of a model is indistinguishable iff for every possible combination of values of the inputs and outputs of the model, every minimal conflict contains either: (1) all components in C, or (2) no components from C
We call a set maximally indistinguishable if no strict superset of that set is indistinguishable.
[] Finding all possible minimal conflicts is an undecidable problem, and even in simple cases computationally very expensive [13] . In [1] a method is described to find all possible conflicts which can be found by constraint propagation [9] , the so-called GDE-conflicts. From here on we will use only indistinguishability w.r.t. GDEconflicts rather than all conflicts. []
We can use these definitions to prove the following theorem which shows the utility of ID-hierarchies:
Let MA and MD be the abstract model and the detailed model of an IDhierarchy. For every possible combination of values of the inputs and outputs holds that for every diagnosis MA, if we transform it to a set of possible diagnoses for MD, that every possible diagnosis is a diagnosis for MD.
Proof
Consider the minimal conflicts of M A. As the components of MA are maximally indistinguishable sets, if we replace every component in each conflict by its corresponding components of MD, the resulting set consists of precisely all minimal conflicts of MD. As both models have the same minimal conflicts, they must have the same minimal diagnoses as well. If both models have the same minimal diagnoses, they must have the same diagnoses as well.
[]
GENERATING TWO-LEVEL ID-HIERARCHIES
In this section, we present an algorithm which generates an abstract model from a detailed model such that the resulting two-level hierarchy is an IDhierarchy. The simplest algorithm for determining maximally indistinguishable sets (and therefore an ID-hierarchy) is to first determine all possible conflicts and then construct the maximally indistinguishable sets from these possible conflicts. Unfortunately the number of possible conflicts is O(2 n) where n is the number of components in the model, and therefore any algorithm to find them all has a time complexity of at least o(2n). The algorithm we present (algorithm 2) finds the indistinguishable sets in O(n) time. The proof that this algorithm actually generates the indistinguishable sets (and sometimes maximally indistinguishable sets) is quite involved and can be found in [17] .
The algorithm uses as input a (detailed) model and information about the invertibility 7 of the behavior of the components of that model, and generates as output a second (abstract) model. This algorithm is only useful for generating ID-hierarchies from combinational models as it makes a sharp distinction between components before and after a given component in the input-output ordering.
Let Cdetailed be the set of components of the detailed model. The algorithm then generates the set Cabstrael of indistinguishable subsets of CaetaHed-Each element of Cabstraet corresponds to an abstract component.
For each component c (5 Gdetailea we define the following two sets: Pro(c), which denotes direct predecessors of c (components whose output is directly connected to the inputs of c) Post(c), which denotes all postdecessors of c (components whose inputs are influenced by the output of c, either directly or through other components). 
~. Cabstrac t IJ {V}, (4)
If not all components have been clustered goto 2.
We illustrate this algorithm with the following example:
In this example we will illustrate algorithm 2 by showing how the abstract 7 We call a component invertible if, for every input of that component, we can infer the value of that input, given the values of all other inputs and outputs of that component. fig. 3 can be constructed from the detailed model in fig. 2 . In the detailed model all components are assumed to be invertible.
Step 1: In this step we collect all components whose output is a system output in C abstract , SO C abstraet becomes { {al }, { c 1}, { d l }, {fl }, {g 1}, {il } }.
Step 2: In this step we have to take a component from a set in Cabstract such that it has at least one predecessor not in Cabstract. We choose here dl with predecessor el.
Step 3: As Post(dl)U{dl} ={dl} and Post(el)={dl,fl}, component el becomes part of a new abstract component so Cabstraet := {{al}, {cl}, {dl}, {el}, {fl }, {gl }, {il }}.
Step 4: Goto Step2, as not all components are clustered.
If, in step 2, we had chosen cl with predecessor c2, then we would have found in
Step 3 that as cl is invertible and Post(cl) U {cl} = Post(c2), cl and c2 become part of the same abstract component so Cabstract:={{al},{cl,c2},{dl}, {fl }, {gl }, {il }}. The algorithm iterates until Oabstract = {{al,... ,a4},... ,{il,...~i4}} has been obtained.
[] It is not hard to see that the algorithm runs in O(n) time with n the number of components in the detailed model. The main drawback lies in its heavy reliance on invertibility of the components; non-invertible components tend to increase the number of abstract components, as we show in the following example: outOoutl out2 out3 out4out5 outOoutl out2 out3 out4out5 Fig. 4 . el is non-invertible. Fig. 5 . al is non-invertible.
Example 4
In fig. 4 we show the model which results from applying algorithm 2 to the model in fig. 2 if component cl is non-invertible (and all other components are invertible). In this model cl and c3 are "split off" from C, so C now consists of c2 and c4-c7.
If component al from the model in fig. 2 is non-invertible, the model in fig. 5 results. Here component al is "split off" from A, so A now consists of a2-a4. [] If we have a large number of non-invertible components, we can get an abstract model which is almost the same as the detailed model. In this situation, hierarchic diagnosis using ID-hierarchies can have worse performance than diagnosis using only the detailed model.
GENERATING MULTI-LEVEL ID-HIERARCHIES
Algorithm 2 takes a detailed model as input and generates an abstract level as output, forming a two level ID-hierarchy. We can extend this method towards a multi-level ID-hierarchy using the concept of classes of probing costs [6] .
Classes of probing costs
A physical system contains probing points where measurements can be made to discriminate between possible diagnoses. Often the cost of probing these points is not equal for all probing points; some are physically hard to reach, some require expensive probing equipment, some carry signals which are difficult to interpret etc. We suppose that an estimate of the cost of measurement is available and use this estimate to collect probing points with more or less equal costs of measurement in classes of probing costs (CPCs). The size and number of these classes depends on outl xl out1 x2 x3 the application being diagnosed. The class with the lowest cost are always the outputs.
Generating multi-level ID-hierarchies
Using CPCs we can build a multi-level ID-hierarchy. Suppose we have n CPCs, labeled CPC1 ... CPCn with CPCn being the "cheapest" class. We already have the detailed level (level 1) of the hierarchy and we can use algorithm 2 to create level n (the most abstract level). Note that in step 1 of algorithm 2 we use the outputs of the system CPCn to determine the starting clusters.
To create level n -1 of the hierarchy we use algorithm 2 again, but this time we take the set CPC, U CPCn-1 to be the outputs of the system. Similarly, to create level n -2, we use CPCn U CPCn_ 1 U CPCn_ 2 etcetera. For level 1 we would use all connections, this means that in step 1 every component becomes a starting cluster so the algorithm terminates immediately. We illustrate this with an example:
Example 5
In the leftmost model of fig. 6 , we divide the probing points in three CPCs. CPC3 = {outl}, CPC2 = {xl, x2, x3}, and CPC1 contains all other connections. As we are constructing level 2 of the hierarchy, we assume CPC3 U CPC2 to be the system outputs, and after executing algorithm 2, the rightmost model of fig. 6 results.
HOW GOOD ARE ID-HIERARCHIES
Which of the desirable properties mentioned earlier do ID-hierarchies have?
Downward failure property:
To create ID-hierarchies from a detailed model, we use only two operations, grouping components and removing connections. Mozetic [15] proves that if we only allow these operations, resulting hierarchic models obey the consistency condition, which is stronger then the downward failure property.
Allow easy consistency checking:
No consistency checking is needed. ID-hierarchies are constructed in such a way that every possible diagnosis is consistent and therefore a diagnosis.
Allow good diseriminability:
It is not always possible to determine a unique diagnosis at every level of the hierarchy at a reasonable cost. The probing points possibly needed to determine a unique diagnosis can have arbitrary cost as the following example shows:
Example 6
Suppose that, in the model of fig. 2 , we have probed the output of component i2 and determined it to be erroneous. This means that one of the components i2, i3 or i4 must be malfunctioning. If the outputs of i3 and i4 are both very difficult to measure, we cannot determine the unique diagnosis cheaply.
[] As we shall see in the next section, a possible solution to this problem is the use of SD-hierarchies.
4.

SDg-hierarehies
In step 4 of algorithm 1, we discriminate between a set of diagnoses Dcheckea and, as seen in example 6, the cost of determining an unique, minimal diagnosis can be arbitrarily high. Yet the complexity of hierarchical model-based diagnosis is O(alog(n) * (dp) i *fro(n, i)) ifp is the number of diagnoses found on each level of the hierarchy. In this expression, n can be very large, but d and i are usually very small, so we want p to be as small as possible (preferably 1).
In this section we will discuss SD-hierarchies. SD-hierarchies can be informally defined as being structured in such a way that we can always find a single, minimal diagnosis using only probing points cheaper than some predetermined cost.
GENERATING TWO-LEVEL SD-HIERARCHIES
To determine the single, minimal diagnosis we sometimes have to probe very expensive probing points. SD-hierarchies are constructed in such a way that this can not occur. This is done by constructing models which have only probing points which can be measured relatively cheap, all other connections are removed from the model. This algorithm runs in linear time. As the only connections remaining in the abstract model are all 'cheap' connections, we can determine a single minimal diagnosis of the abstract model by probing only 'cheap' connections. The deeper we descend in the hierarchy, the more expensive probing becomes.
GENERATING MULTI-LEVEL SD-HIERARCHIES
We can generate a multi-level SD-hierarchy using SD-abstractions and classes of probing costs in a method similar to that described in section 3.3. The most abstract model would have all but the cheapest class of connections removed, the next most abstract model would have all but the cheapest two classes removed etcetera. Again, we will illustrate this with an example:
Example 7
In fig. 7 a detailed If we remove the VeryExpensive connections from the model in fig. 7 the model in fig. 8 results. If we subsequently remove the Expensive connections, the model in fig. 9 results. We can also remove the Cheap connections from the model in fig. 9 in which case a model results which consists of one component with 28-inputs and 4 outputs. []
HOW GOOD ARE SD-HIERARCHIES
Which of the desirable properties mentioned earlier do SD-hierarchies have?
Downward failure property:
As with ID-hierarchies we only group components and remove connections, so SD-hierarchies have the downward failure property.
Allow easy consistency checking: SD-hierarchies are not necessarily ID-hierarchies. Therefore all possible diagnoses must be checked for consistency.
Allow good diseriminability: In SD-hierarchies we can always determine the unique diagnosis at a given level, using only probing points from the corresponding and cheaper CPCs, so at relatively high levels we use only relatively cheap probing points. The more expensive probing points are only used at the more detailed levels.
Conclusions
We have given a general algorithm for hierarchical diagnosis. This algorithm has two potentially very costly operations: checking diagnoses for consistency and discriminating between diagnoses. We have defined two classes of hierarchic models designed to deal with these problems:
-ID-hierarchies which make consistency checking redundant.
-SD-hierarchies which ensure that only relatively cheap probing points are used to determine a single, minimal diagnosis.
We have given algorithms to create these hierarchies. Both these algorithms run in linear time.
Unfortunately, SD-hierarchies are not necessarily ID-hierarchies (or vice versa), so we can not combine their beneficial effects. For a given application we therefore have to decide whether an SD-hierarchic model or an ID-hierarchic model is better. In some cases, we can make this choice directly, e.g.:
-The application contains many non-invertible components. In this case, using ID-hierarchies is not a good idea.
-All probing points in the application cost more or less the same. In this case SD-hierarchies are less useful.
In other cases, experiments will have to decide.
